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Wis 12:13, 16-19 
Ps 86 R/.  Lord, you are good and forgiving. 
Rom 8:26-27 
Mt 13:24-43 

 
 

As a Parish Priest, one of the things I find I have to do is spend time on the Internet and 
social media reading what people are saying about the Catholic Church and within the Church. I 
do this so as to be aware of what people are being fed, what parishioners are reading and following. 

In the past few years, and perhaps even more during these past few months of the pandemic, 
there’s been a lot of noise on the Internet about evils in the Church. Everyone, it seems, now has 
a soapbox, and is using it to decry what they see as evil in the world and in the Church. People 
attack each other, accuse each other of being evil, weak, unfaithful, heretical… Bloggers attack 
Priests and Bishops, calling them weak and wicked for trying to be prudent amid the pandemic. 
Others spew vitriol, claiming to be “prophets” trying to expose the evils in the Church. Even 
Bishops attack each other. Everyone has an opinion, and in their minds, they’re the only truth. It’s 
really quite depressing and sad. 

That being said, I think there’s a grain of truth in all of this: there is a lot of evil in the 
world and it does seem to be increasing, and it also does seem that many people in the Church are 
falling away from orthodoxy — that is, ‘right teaching’ —; or at least there’s a lot of noise about 
it. And there is indeed much division, confusion, and error floating around in the Church. And it 
may it may very well be that serious persecutions are coming down the pipeline. We need only 
look at the recent attacks on religious statues and churches in the past couple of weeks. Yes, those 
of us who insist on upholding the truth of Christ’s teachings and the moral law that flows from 
them, may well face persecution for it. 

But what does it really matter anyway? Why get ourselves all scared about whether 
persecutions will happen or not? About who is right and who is wrong; about which Bishops are 
faithful and which are not? What good does this serve? It doesn’t! In fact, I think that more than 
anything else all of this actually does more damage than good. I have two reasons why I believe 
this to be true: 

First, because this kind of approach takes our focus away from Christ. 

You see, we battle against evil not because we like to do battle, but because we follow 
Christ. The battle against evil is a consequence of our discipleship and our search for truth and 
life, that’s why St. Paul calls it the good fight (2 Tm 4:7). Accepting God’s Truth necessarily means 
that we turn away from anything that isn’t from God, from everything that’s against Him. 

But the trick in this battle isn’t to go head-to-head with the enemy; he’ll beat us almost 
every time because he’s stronger and more intelligent than we are. You see, we don’t expose 
darkness by pointing out where it is; rather we expose darkness by bringing in light. You don’t 
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promote good music by playing bad music! You promote good music by playing good music and 
by talking about good music, and basically ignoring bad music. 

In spiritual warfare — which is what this is —, we don’t usually fight evil directly (that’s 
God’s job): we fight evil by doing good; we fight evil by becoming holy and by promoting truth 
and goodness. 

You see, Christ defeated the devil and his temptations not by engaging with him, but by 
remaining faithful and obedient to the Father. In a certain sense, Jesus sort of dismissed the devil 
and didn’t allow him to distract Him from His mission. My brothers and sister, we must do the 
same! It’s not primarily by crying wolf that we fight the devil — though sometimes this does need 
to happen —; rather it’s by highlighting the beauty of goodness and the gift of salvation Christ 
has given us. Our message is not one of fear or doom; it’s one of love and redemption! And the 
moment we stop preaching this message of hope and to take up another tune, well then, we’ve 
already lost, because then our focus is no longer on Christ but on the evil around us. 

This brings us to my second reason: because focussing on evil sows fear, distrust, anger, 
and division. 

If all we look at are the weeds around us, then we lose sight of the light and the water that 
feed us, and we begin to lose our hope. That’s when fear creeps in, because now we can only see 
the weeds, and we begin to accuse one another of being weeds who are trying to lead others astray. 
That’s exactly what I find particular disturbing about these Internet opinions: they scare us into 
fighting against each other. 

It’s like the slaves in the Gospel who were afraid that the weeds would choke the wheat 
and wanted to pull them out right away (v. 28). But pulling weeds isn’t our job; we’re not the 
farmer, Christ is! And history shows us pretty clearly that He always pulls out the weeds when the 
time is right. We’ve seen this most vividly in recent years as the Lord exposed and uprooted the 
weeds of abuse in the Church. 

Jesus is the Lord of the Harvest, and it’s He who gives us water, who fertilises us, who 
reaps when the harvest is ripe… And as the Gospel today reminds us, He will reap both the wheat 
and the weeds, dealing with each accordingly, gathering the weeds for the furnace, and the wheat 
for His barn. 

Yes, there are many weeds around us, even inside the Church (!), but we need not be afraid 
of them, because Christ has already defeated the devil on the Cross, and He will reap His harvest 
in due time. Our concern isn’t for the weeds, but for the wheat. And our duty as disciples of Jesus 
is to make sure that we ourselves are growing into strong and healthy blades of wheat able to 
produce much fruit. This is our mandate for holiness! But in order for this to happen, we need to 
keep our eyes and hearts fixed on the Light of Christ, feed from the waters of His grace, and be 
fertilised by the Sacraments and our works of charity and mercy. 

Prayer, the Bible, the Sacraments, and good works… these are the way to holiness, these 
are the way to fight the good fight! So, I urge you, my brothers and sisters, do not be led into fear 
and distrust, but remain rooted in Christ and firm in the faith, confident that, if we allow it, God’s 
grace will protect us and build us up into His Kingdom by making us into saints. Amen. 


